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"I love Emily."-Madeleine L'Engle Will Emily's Dreams Ever Come True? High school is over and

Emily Starr is ready to find her destiny...but she's not quite ready to leave the safety of New Moon

farm. She knows that she doesn't need New York City or some other exotic locale to help her

become a famous writer. But as all of Emily's friends begin moving away to pursue their own

aspirations in exciting places, she wonders if she's made the right choice. After suffering through a

devastating illness, receiving rejection notices from multiple publishers, and nearly losing Teddy, her

childhood sweetheart, Emily realizes that her quest for love, acceptance, and happiness is far from

over.  This new edition lovingly restores the original, unabridged text and includes an all-new,

exclusive introduction with special memories from L.M. Montgomery's granddaughter. What

Readers Are Saying: "Emily's Quest is my favorite of the Emily books (probably of all her books),

and a wonderful real for any romantic like me." "Wonderful. As with all the Montgomery books, the

beauty of the world captures you. Emily's Quest is a brilliant end to a most charming series of

books." "Emily's Quest is truly a wonderful ending to one of the best stories ever written."
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Look, it was amazing. Because I am going through a misunderstanding similar to what Emily went

through, I loved it.But......I thought she should have got out of Blair Water, maybe gone to New York

for a year. It wouldn't have killed her.The ending.....it really looked like she wouldn't end up with

Teddy. And the way she just ASSUMES she means nothing to him.Wasn't she jumping to



conclusions a bit? How could she be so sure? And couldn't she have told her own best friend about

who she was in love with? It would have made her easier to relate to for me. Cool down, girl.The

ending chapter, as others have said, was simply not complete enough. A description of her

wedding.....that would have been nice. If not in this one then in some book Montgomery wrote after

this about Emily. We deserved to know more. And I wanted more of Teddy around. We always

heard what Emily thought of him, but there was so much of Dean and so little of Teddy. Why?I like

that Dean character. I think Montgomery does a good job of showing the vile parts of human nature

when she writes of how Dean told Emily "The Seller of Dreams" was no good. I seriously got angry

when I find out he had done that to her though. It made me wonder, how selfish of him....when he

knew in part at least that that accident she suffered was his fault, how could he have had that happy

summer with her furnishing the Dissapointed House?The Dissapointed House is a wonderful

metaphor by the way throughout the novel.Write better and less SUDDEN! endings Emily is tons

better than Anne. I like the ambition of the woman. Anne lost all that. There is more of a mutual

respect thing between Teddy and her. They are both going after "Rainbow Gold." Wish there had

been more talk of that between them during the book.
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